Martin Global Investing
Martin Global Investing combines Martin Investment Management, LLC's strategies of “Best
Ideas” and Tortue Capital™ to create a portfolio of 50 to 60 large capitalization equities of
the U.S. and international developed markets. This strategy follows the similar investment
philosophy and process of the firm's other strategies, focusing on buying quality companies
at reasonable valuations and holding the investment over a long term investment horizon.
Martin Global Investing seeks to invest in companies with consistent growth, strong
fundamentals, low leverage, and high trading liquidity. This strategy is actively managed.
Although the strategy limits position size to five percent of the portfolio, the strategy can be
customized to reflect all market sectors and higher position limits.
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Apple Inc.
MSCI Inc.
Alphabet Inc. – A
Mastercard Inc. – A
Target Corp.
IHS Markit Ltd.
Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.
American Express Co.
Facebook Inc. – A
NXP Semiconductors NV

Martin Global Investing
© 2020 Martin Investment Management, LLC (“MIM”) is an independent, Registered Investment Adviser located in Evanston, Illinois. On February 1, 2002, MIM succeeded to the sole proprietorship of its
founder, Patrick A. Martin, which had been in operation since 1989. Because MIM succeeded to the same business and utilized the same personnel as the sole proprietorship, the sole proprietorship’s
historical information is included with MIM. The firm manages a variety of equity, fixed income, and balanced accounts for its clients. Additional information on the firm’s policies and procedures for
calculating and reporting performance returns, as well as a description of all the firm’s composites, is available upon request.
Martin Investment Management, LLC is a registered investment adviser specializing in equity oriented investment management. The Martin Global Investing strategy focuses on earnings, growth of
earnings, and key valuation metrics in companies in 23 developed countries. The benchmark is the MSCI World (U.S. Dollar) Index, Net is an unmanaged, widely used index with no expenses, which covers
1,500 industrial, utility, transportation and financial companies of 23 developed markets. It is a free-float weighted index calculated on total return basis with dividends, net of withholding taxes,
reinvested. One cannot invest directly into an index. It is a capitalization weighted index calculated on total return basis with dividends, net of withholding taxes, reinvested. Returns include the
reinvestment of income. The currency used to express performance is U.S. Dollars. One cannot invest directly into an index.
Martin Investment Management claims compliance with the Global Investment Performance Standards (GIPS®). To receive a list of composite descriptions of Martin Investment Management and/or a
compliant presentation, contact Patrick A. Martin at (847) 424-9124, or write Martin Investment Management, 1560 Sherman Ave, Evanston Il 60201, or email
info@martin-investments.com
Disclaimer
Martin Investment Management, LLC is a registered investment adviser. SEC registration does not imply a certain level of skill or training, nor does it imply that the SEC has sponsored, recommended, or
otherwise approved of Martin Investment Management, LLC. The information contained herein is not intended to be investment advice and reflects the opinion of Martin Investment Management LLC on
the date of production and is subject to change at any time without notice. Past performance is no guarantee of future results and is not indicative of future performance. Accounts may lose value. Returns
are calculated using gross returns. Net returns are calculated using a 1% annual fee accrued monthly. The presentation is intended for exclusive one on one presentations to qualified investors. One should
read Part 2 of Form ADV for additional information. This information reflects the opinion of Martin Investment Management, LLC on the date of production and is subject to change at any time without
notice.

